ABSTRACT. In this article, we discuss the semicontinuity problem of certain properties on fibers for a morphism of Noetherian schemes. One aspect of this problem is local.
INTRODUCTION
Let g : X → Z be a morphism of Noetherian schemes and let P be a property on Noetherian schemes. Then we would like to investigate the following question. Let U g (P) denote the set of all z ∈ Z for which the base change scheme X z × Spec k(z) Spec L is P, where X z := g −1 (z) and k(z) → L is any finite field extension. Then is the set U g (P) open, closed, or constructible in the Zariski topology? In fact, this problem has been investigated in many interesting cases. More generally, let F be a coherent O X -module and let P be a property on coherent O X -modules. We set U F g (P) = {z ∈ Z | F z = i * z F is P for the inclusion map i z : X z ֒→ X} and then we can ask a similar question for U F g (P) as well. In these problems, the flatness condition is often crucial in order to apply results from commutative ring theory. It is also interesting to know whether our main results in this paper are valid under the condition that a morphism be of finite flat dimension, since this case covers a local complete intersection morphism ( [3] for related results). One primary goal in this article is to present a systematic treatment for the semicontinuity problem.
Assume that ψ : R → S is a homomorphism of Noetherian rings and let P be a property on Noetherian rings. Then ψ is said to be a P-homomorphism, if it is flat and S ⊗ R L = S ⊗ R k(p) ⊗ k(p) L is P for any p ∈ Spec R and any finite field extension k(p) → L (this notion extends at once to a morphism of schemes). A Noetherian ring R is said to be a Then f is a P-homomorphism.
The conditions (1), (2) and (3) in the theorem are not so restrictive, while (4) assures that P is stable under base change by a field extension on closed fibers. The condition (3) is satisfied in the case that it is a morphism of local schemes, a morphism between varieties defined over an algebraically closed field, or it is a proper morphism. The requirement of "of finite type" in the theorem is attributed to the use of Chevalley's theorem on constructible sets. The author believes that the "finite type" condition is unnecessary in those cases treated in this article. We also note that a variant of the above theorem is proved by Grothendieck in ( [12] , Théorème 7.5.1), in which the result is stated for a local map of complete local rings under the hypothesis that the residue field extension is finite. Marot [22] also obtained some similar results in characteristic zero via resolution of singularities. Roughly, but essentially said, the importance of the above theorem is expressed by the following implication:
The set U f (P) is Zariski open ⇐⇒ f is a P-homomorphism and U f (P) is constructible, where U f (P) is defined as previously. The structure of U f (P) was studied extensively by Grothendieck [12] (see also [8] for a detailed list of this problem with citations from EGA) under the assumption that the morphism is proper. One of our aims is to drop the properness condition, using the above implication. Again, we challenge the readers to extend the main results to the case of finite flat dimension using techniques in [3] .
So far, we have considered only local conditions. As to global conditions, we discuss the cases when P=arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, or globally F-regular. These notions are considered for projective varieties. In contrast to the local cases, we are not able to reduce the proof to the level of local rings. Nonethless, the global property of a projective variety could be well understood by looking at the "affine cone" with respect to a fixed embedding into a projective space. Among the main results, we mention the following result:
Main Theorem 2 (Criterion for global F-regularity). Let X be a normal projective variety over an algebraically closed field. Assume dim X ≥ 2. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X is globally F-regular; (2) 
, where the second map is defined by 1 → t, is an ACM sheaf for some e > 0.
The notion of globally F-regular varieties was introduced and studied by Smith [30] .
The above result is obtained via use of local cohomology and canonical modules in the graded category.
As an alternate tool for resolution of singularities to prove the results in this article, we shall use regular alteration, which exists in an arbitrary characteristic.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, we will assume that all rings and schemes are (locally) Noetherian. Let us remind the readers of the definition of (geometrically) P-homomorphisms for rings and schemes, which was originally studied by Grothendieck [12] . Let p ∈ R be a prime ideal. Denote by k(p) the residue field of R at p. For a ring homomorphism ψ : R → S, we use the notation ψ A to denote ψ ⊗ R A for an R-algebra A. Definition 2.1. P is said to be defined at the level of local rings, if P holds for R if and only if P holds for localizations of R with respect to all prime ideals of R. When P is defined at the level of local rings, a Noetherian scheme X is said to be P, if all of its local rings O X,x are so.
When the property P is defined at the level of local rings, it is quite obvious that a Noetherian scheme X is P if and only if for every (or some) affine open covering X = λ∈Λ U λ , the ring R λ with U λ = Spec R λ is P. 
This notion extends to a morphism of locally Noetherian schemes.
If ψ : R → S is a P-homomorphism and R → T is a module-finite extension, then the base change map ψ ⊗ R T : T → S ⊗ R T is a P-homomorphism, as the residue field extensions of R → T are finite algebraic.
Let R be a Noetherian algebra over a field K. We say that a property P descends under base change by a field extension of 
by the descent property of P, and hence we may assume that K is a perfect field by replacing K ′ with K in the above. Then by remarking that any finitely generated field extension of a perfect field is separable and any field extension of a perfect field is obtained as the inductive limit of such subextensions, we see that R ⊗ K L is P by the inductive limit argument.
As usual, let P be a property on Noetherian rings.
Definition 2.4. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring. Then say that R has lifting property for P, if R/yR is P for some non-zero divisor y ∈ R, then so is R. Say that R has specialization property for P, if R is P, then so is R/yR for any non-zero divisor y ∈ R.
In practice, there are many cases where both lifting and specialization properties are known to hold for local rings. If one tries to consider these problems for non-local rings, counterexamples usually do exist. Throughout, a variety over a field k is a geometrically irreducible and reduced scheme of finite type over k.
LOCAL PROPERTIES ON FIBERS AND SOME CONSEQUENCES
Let R be a reduced Noetherian ring such that the normalization map R → R is finite (such a ring is called a Mori ring). For example, this property is satisfied by excellent rings, which naturally appear in many applications. For the proof of the theorem, after reducing the proof to a simple case by a standard technique, then we resort to topological arguments. First of all, we need the following lemma. Proof. We are easily reduced to the case of dim R = 2, under which we keep the hypothesis. Then since the maximal ideal of R is just the union of all height one primes, we see that there are infinitely many height one primes by the prime avoidance lemma. Then
] is a field, it follows that the only prime ideal of R which does not contain the principal ideal ( f ) is (0). But there are only finitely many height one primes containing the ideal ( f ), we get a contradiction.
We prove the first main theorem. 
Then f is a P-homomorphism.
Proof. We may assume that both X and Y are affine by the condition (1) . So let B be a finite type flat A-algebra such that X = Spec B and Y = Spec A. Then we need only show that A p → A p ⊗ A B is a P-homomorphism for any p ∈ Y. The set of all specializations of p ∈ Y contains a closed point q ∈ Y. Now let R = A q and S = A q ⊗ A B. Then we are reduced to showing that the flat map ψ : R → S is a P-homomorphism, where S is a finite type flat R-algebra. Furthermore, since the generic fiber of ψ is P, we may replace ψ with the induced flat map R/p → S/pS for some p ∈ Spec R by induction on the dimension of R, so that R is a local domain and k(p) → S ⊗ R k(p) is a P-homomorphism for every non-zero prime p ∈ Spec R. It is then sufficient to show that Q(R) → Q(R) ⊗ R S is a P-homomorphism, where Q(R) is the field of fractions of R.
Let R ′ be the integral closure of R in a finite field extension of the quotient field of R.
Then the induced map ψ R ′ : R ′ → S ⊗ R R ′ fulfills the hypothesis (4) of the theorem, as R → R ′ is module-finite. Now replacing R with R ′ , we may assume that R is a semilocal normal domain.
Under the assumptions as above, it is clear that it is sufficient to show that the generic fiber of ψ : R → S is P. Since R is an excellent domain, the regular locus Y reg ⊆ Spec R is a non-empty Zariski open subset. We claim that the local ring S P is P for P ∈ Spec S such that p := R ∩ P is non-zero and p ∈ Y reg . In fact, since the maximal ideal p of R p is generated by a regular sequence, and since S P /pS P is P by hypothesis, it follows that S P is P by the condition (2). Now pick any P ∈ Spec S with R ∩ P = 0. Then it suffices to find some Q ∈ Spec S such that R ∩ Q ∈ Y reg , P ⊆ Q, and R ∩ Q = 0 to prove the theorem.
Let V denote the Zariski closure of the point P ∈ Spec S. We claim that the image Z := f (V) for the map f : Spec S → Spec R contains a Zariski open subset. Indeed, Chevalley's theorem asserts that Z is constructible and contains the generic point (0) ∈ Spec R. Hence Z contains a dense open subset since Spec R is integral. We divide the rest of the proof into two cases.
Assume first dim R = 1, in which case R is a semilocal Dedekind domain. Pick any P ∈ Spec S such that R ∩ P = 0. Since the pull-back of every maximal ideal of S is maximal in R by the condition (3), there exists Q ∈ Spec S such that P ⊆ Q and q = R ∩ Q is a maximal ideal of R. Applying the condition (2) again to the induced map ψ Q : R q → S Q , it follows that the localization of S Q , which is S P , is P. is an open subset and we claim that (0) Z ′ . If it is not so, the generic point (0) must be open. This implies that there exists a non-zero element f ∈ R such that the localization R[ f −1 ] is a field. However, this is impossible, due to Lemma 3.1.
By these observations, we can find a prime ideal Q ∈ Spec S as specified above, which does the required task. Thus we have shown the theorem in all cases.
This theorem is useful when one wants to deduce certain properties of general fibers from those of closed fibers. We shall state some corollaries as immediate consequences of the main theorem. For the definition of seminormal rings and their basic properties, we follow [10] , where one may also find interesting applications to singularities on schemes and analytic varieties. Proof. The lifting property is due to Heitmann [16] and seminormality is a local property.
The proof is now obvious.
A (projective) variety over a field k is always a geometrically irreducible and reduced scheme of finite type over k. (1) all standard local rings have lifting property for P; (2) P is defined at the level of standard local rings; (3) P has the property that if (R, m) → (S, n) is a flat local map of standard local rings such that R and all fibers are P, then so is S.
Proof. Since k is algebraically closed, X × Y Z is a k-variety and the base change morphism f × id Z : X × Y Z → Z is flat, which maps closed points to closed points by Hilbert's
Replacing X × Y Z → Z with the induced local map of local rings of schemes, we use the condition (3) to conclude that X × Y Z is P. Remark 3.5. Let P be one of the following properties: Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein, locally complete intersection, regular, normal, or seminormal. Then the above corollary holds for these cases. The lifting property in the above cases, except for the case P=seminormal, which is due to Heitmann, is almost immediate from definitions. For the seminormality for rings and its geometric side, we refer to [10] , [32] . Note that seminormality also appears in the compactification problem of moduli spaces of higher dimensional varieties [21] .
For a scheme map f : X → Y, we use the following notation. We denote by U f (P) the set of all scheme-theoretic points of Y such that
Notice that the definition of U f (P) is universal with respect to the residue field at the point y ∈ Y.
Corollary 3.6 (Semicontinuity principle). Suppose that f : X → Y is a proper flat morphism of integral schemes of finite type over a field k and suppose the following conditions:
(1) all standard local rings have both lifting and specialization properties for P; (2) P is defined at the level of standard local rings; (3) the P-locus in every standard scheme is constructible; (4) if R is a standard local ring over a field K, then R is P ⇐⇒ R ⊗ K L is P for every finitely generated field extension K → L.
Then U f (P) is Zariski open in Y.
Proof. First, we prove the corollary for the case when Y is a regular scheme. What we need to show is that, if there is y ∈ Y for which the fiber X y = X × Y Spec k(y) is P, then there exists an open neighborhood y ∈ U such that every fiber over U is P.
Recall 
is a finitely generated extension. Since the fiber (X × Y Y ′ ) y ′ is the base change of X y by a finitely generated field extension, the condition (4) In characteristic p > 0, there are distinguished classes of Noetherian rings defined via the Frobenius map, which are studied in tight closure theory. It should be pointed out that, as was shown by Fedder [7] and Singh [29] , the lifting property fails for F-regular and F-pure rings. One also cannot expect that tight closure commutes with localization (see [4] for a counterexample to this problem in tight closure theory).
We refer to [19] Finally, we prove the following version of the theorem on generic smoothness, using the localization theorem for P=smooth, due to Andrè [1] ; see also [26] . A recent book [8] gives a detailed list from EGA on the semicontinuity property for various P, where morphisms are assumed to be proper. Since U is constructible, it suffices to show that U is stable under generization of points.
The set U has the property that it is a maximal subset of S such that f : f −1 (U) → U is smooth. By applying Andrè's theorem quoted above to the flat local map O S,s → O X,x with f (x) = s and s ∈ U, we conclude that U is both constructible and stable under generization, hence it is open.
SEMICONTINUITY OF GLOBAL PROPERTIES ON FIBERS
We consider the deformation problem for global properties on fibers for a morphism of schemes. The global properties are often related to the vanishing of some sheaf cohomology groups. In particular, it is essential to relate the sheaf cohomology groups to the local cohomology modules.
Here is notation for sheaf and local cohomology modules for graded modules ( [13] and [9] as standard references), and Weil divisors with Q-coefficients on projective varieties, which will be used throughout.
We will assume that the graded ring R = n≥0 R n is Noetherian with m = n>0 R n its irrelevant graded ideal. For a graded R-module M, we put M(n) := M ⊗ R R(n) for n ∈ Z, where [R(n)] i := R n+i . We often consider the case when m = n>0 R n is the unique graded maximal ideal. For a graded R-module M, we denote by H i m (M) the local cohomology module with support at m. So this is a graded R-module. The canonical module K R is defined as the dual of H dim R m (R).
Let X be a normal projective variety. Then let Div(X) be the group of Weil divisors on X and let Div(X) Q := Div(X) ⊗ Q. Let ( f ) be the divisor associated to a non-zero rational function f ∈ k(X), where k(X) is the function field of X. We say E ∈ Div(X) 
where we put
When D is an ample Cartier divisor, we simply say that R(X, D) is a section ring. Then H 0 (X, O X (−nD)) = 0 for n > 0 and an ample Cartier divisor D on an integral projective scheme by ( [13] , Exercise 7.1), so we can take Z instead of Z ≥0 as an index set in the case of section rings. If there is no danger of confusion, we simply write the section ring as R. The generalized section ring R(X, D) is a finitely generated algebra over a field H 0 (X, O X ) and it recovers X, namely, an isomorphism X ≃ Proj(R). If M is a coherent O X -module and D is an ample Q-divisor, then
is a graded R-module, and we have M ≃ M , where M denotes the associated O Xmodule. The verification of this fact is easily reduced to the case of very ample Cartier divisors, where the assertion is well-known, by taking the "Veronese submodule" of M.
M is finitely generated over R under a very mild condition (Lemma 4.2).
Let X = Proj(R) for a projective variety X. Then for an ample Q-divisor E and a finitely generated graded R-module M, there is an isomorphism of graded R-modules: 
Then the middle map is an isomorphism by definition of M. The conclusion is thus clear.
The global properties defined on projective varieties often possess certain forms of vanishing on higher cohomology groups. We show this first for ACM varieties. If the projective variety X is ACM, then it is locally CM; every local ring O X,x is so.
This notion is, however, dependent of the embedding X ⊆ P n k . This is why we need a "sufficiently ample" divisor. It is also well-known that an Abelian variety cannot be embedded into P n k in such a way that it becomes an ACM variety. (1) One should not be confused with CM sheaves and ACM sheaves.
The CM condition on sheaves is local.
(2) If Ass O X (M ) has a component of dimension 0, then M is not finitely generated in general. For example, take X = P 1 k and take M to be the structure sheaf of a closed point of
Proposition 4.6 ([5], Proposition 2.1.). With notation as above, there is an equivalence between ACM sheaves on X and graded MCM modules over R = R(X). This correspondence is given by M → M. Hence M is ACM if and only if M is a graded MCM module.
Proof. In [5] , although ACM sheaves are considered only on ACM schemes, the proof of the proposition given there still goes through without ACM hypothesis on schemes. It will suffice to see that if M is a graded MCM module, then the associated sheaf M is CM.
Let p be a graded ideal of R not containing the irrelevant maximal ideal of R, and let M (p)
be the homogeneous localization. Let also
has a unit of degree one, we have
From this description, the sheaf M is CM, as desired.
We will frequently use the following characterization of ACM sheaves.
Lemma 4.7. Let X = Proj(R) be a variety over a field k and let M be a coherent sheaf on X without associated components of dimension 0. Then M is an ACM sheaf if and only if M is CM
and H i (X, M ⊗ O X (nD)) = 0 for some ample Q-divisor D, all 0 < i < dim X, and all n ∈ Z.
Proof. We put M : 
, we obtain the proof of the lemma.
Remark 4.8.
There is a characterization of ACM varieties in term of the vanishing of cohomology groups without twisting. Let X be a Cohen-Macaulay projective variety. If H i (X, O X ) = 0 for all 0 < i < dim X, then there exists a Cohen-Macaulay graded ring R such that X ≃ Proj(R) (for a proof, see [9] , (5.1.11) and [30] , Proposition 6.1).
More generally, if E is an ample Q-divisor on X, the ring R(X, E) is CM if and only if
X is CM and H i (X, O X (nE)) = 0 for all 0 < i < dim X and all n ∈ N.
Proposition 4.9 ([28], Proposition 4.2). Let f : X → S be a flat morphism of finite type such that S is an affine excellent scheme admitting a dualizing complex, and let M be a coherent O Xmodule which is flat over S and
Proof. In ( [28] , Proposition 4.2), the proposition is stated for an affine scheme X and P = MCM. But since the question is local on each fiber, the proof given there still goes through without any essential modification. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF GLOBALLY F-REGULAR VARIETIES
As was mentioned in the last part of the previous section, it is expected that ACM sheaves are closely related to the global F-regularity for projective varieties. As a clear evidence for this, we obtain a characterization of global F-regularity in terms of the CohenMacaulay property on the cokernel of a sheaf map defined by the Frobenius morphism.
We also establish the semicontinuity property of global F-regularity on fibers.
We begin with recalling the definition of globally F-regular varieties, a class of varieties introduced by Smith. Let X be a projective variety over a field k of characteristic p > 0 such that [k : k p ] < ∞ (such a field is called F-finite). Every residue field of an algebra essentially of finite type over an F-finite field is again F-finite.
Let us make some review on the splitting of maps between modules. Let f : M → N be a map of modules over a Noetherian ring R. Then f is pure if the induced map of R-modules: f ⊗ id : M ⊗ R K → N ⊗ R K stays injective for every R-module K. If the quotient M/N is finitely generated, then the splitting of f is equivalent to the purity of f . Here is another useful criterion for purity.
Lemma 5.1 (Hochster-Huneke). Suppose (R, m) is either graded or local Noetherian ring and E is an injective hull of the residue field of R over R. Let f : M → N be an R-module map, where M is a finitely generated free R-module. Then f : M → N is pure if and only if the induced map of R-modules f
Proof. We refer to ( [19] , Exercise 9.3). There, the proof is given only to local rings; however, as the injective hull still exists in the category of graded rings, the lemma holds for a graded ring (R, m) as well. Now let R be a reduced Noetherian ring of characteristic p > 0 such that R 1 p is modulefinite over R. Then R is strongly F-regular if for c ∈ R not in every minimal prime of R, the R-module map R → R 1 q sending 1 to c 1 q splits for q ≫ 0. For more results concerning this notion, we refer to [17] . Here we only mention the following: (1) Any regular ring is strongly F-regular.
(2) R is strongly F-regular if and only if R P is strongly F-regular for every prime P of R. (3) Let c ∈ R be any element such that it is not in any minimal prime of R and R c is strongly F-regular. Then R is strongly F-regular if and only if the map of R-modules
Proof. All statements are found in ( [18] , Theorem 5.5, Theorem 5.9).
In view of the above proposition, say that a Noetherian F p -scheme X is strongly Fregular, if it admits an affine open covering, each of which affine piece is F-finite and strongly F-regular. Definition 5.3 (Smith) . A projective variety X over an F-finite field is globally F-regular if the section ring of X is strongly F-regular for some ample divisor D on X.
Globally F-regular varieties are arithmetically normal and ACM. This is really a global property; even if every local ring of a variety is regular, it is usually far from globally F-regular. Some basic properties are to be found in [30] .
, p ≥ 7 with the grading: deg X = 15, deg Y = 10, and deg Z = 6. Then R is strongly F-regular and normal Gorenstein (see [17] , [19] for similar examples). Moreover, as the direct summand of a weakly Fregular domain is again weakly F-regular, the Veronese subring R (d) is strongly F-regular.
This fact reflects Lemma 5.5 below. Globally F-regular varieties are a sub-class of F-split varieties (see below for the definition). Recently, it was shown that globally F-regular varieties are log Fano [27] .
Let X be an F p -scheme and for any Cartier divisor D on X, choose any non-zero section t ∈ Γ(X, O X (D)). Let F e X : X → X denote the e-th absolute Frobenius morphism with e > 0, which induces a morphism O X → (F e X ) * O X of O X -modules. This map is the p e -th power map at stalks, while it is an identity on the underlying topological spaces. The morphism 
In particular, if the composed sheaf map above splits for some e, then the splitting is still obtained for all e ′ ≥ e. A projective variety X is F-split [24] if O X → (F X ) * O X splits as a map of O X -modules. This is equivalent to require that X admits a section ring which is F-pure for some ample divisor on X. Clearly, globally F-regular varieties are F-split. As is the case with global F-regularity, if the section ring for some ample divisor is F-pure, then the section ring for any ample divisor is also F-pure ( [30] , Proposition 3.1). Now let f : X → S be a morphism of F p -schemes. Then there is the following natural commutative diagram: Proof. This is an easy exercise.
To discuss the global F-regularity of fibers, we will need a notion of "universal" global Proof. Observe that q : X (e) → X is finite flat for S = Spec k.
Suppose first that X is globally F-regular of type k and let k → L be a finite extension. Take the maximal purely inseparable subextension k → k p.ins → L. Since the map 
By composing the above one with the split morphism O X (e) → (F e X/k ) * O X (p e D), X (e) is show to be globally F-regular. By the freeness of X (e) over X k p.ins , it follows that X k p.ins is globally F-regular. As the extension k p.ins → L isétale, X L is also globally F-regular.
Let us prove the converse. So if X L is globally F-regular for any finite extension k → L, then it is easy to see that X k ∞ is also globally F-regular for the perfect closure k ∞ of k, in which case we have X (e)
. We prove the main theorem in this section. For its proof, we need the discussion on the ubiquity on Gorenstein rings, due to Prof. K-i. Watanabe (unpublished result). The author is grateful to him for explaining this idea. Discussion 5.9. Let E be a Q-divisor on a normal projective variety X over an algebraically closed field k with dim X ≥ 2. Write
for F ∈ Div(X) and assume (p V , q V ) = 1 and
We use this notation below.
Choose a sufficiently ample divisor H and let X → P n k be an embedding defined by the divisor H − 2K X . Then we may find an irreducible subvariety V ∈ Div(X) such that H − 2K X ∼ V and let E := K X + 1 2 V, so that H ∼ 2E. Assume that X is Cohen-Macaulay and satisfies H i (X, O X ) = 0 for all 0 < i < dim X. By Serre vanishing, taking H as above, sufficiently ample, we have H i (X, O X (nE)) = 0 for all 0 < i ≤ dim X and |n| ≫ 0. Replacing H again with its high power, the assumption (1) X is normal, Cohen-Macaulay, and 
and all the sheaves in the sequence ( * ) are coherent. Then the complement X − D is locally strongly F-regular and the sequence ( * ) induces a long exact sequence:
Now since X is globally F-regular and ACM, it follows that H i (X, O X (nH)) = 0 for all 0 < i < dim X and n ∈ Z. We also have
by ( [13] , Exercise 8.2), together with the projection formula. Now we claim that (nH)) = 0 for all 0 < i < dim X, n ∈ Z and some e > 0, where the case i = dim X − 1 is due to the splitting of
On the other hand, localizing the split exact sequence ( * ) at all points of Supp H and applying Lemma 5.6, the splitting of the sequence implies that H is a CM sheaf. Hence H is ACM in view of Lemma 4.7.
Let us prove the converse and assume that H is an ACM sheaf for D as fixed in the hypothesis. Then we need only split the map O X → (F e X ) * O X (D). We will use the local duality for graded rings. By the discussion preceding the theorem, there is an ample Q-divisor E ∈ Div(X) Q such that R := R(X, E) is Gorenstein and X ≃ Proj(R). Let also
To obtain the splitting, we need only split the injective map of graded R-modules: R → M. Since dim X ≥ 2 by assumption, we have n∈Z H 1 (X, O X (nE)) = 0 by identifying it with the local cohomology. Thus the cokernel of the map R → M is isomorphic to N := n∈Z H 0 (X, H (nE)). Then N is a graded MCM module and we have a short exact sequence 0 → R → M → N → 0. According to Lemma 5.1, this map splits if and only if the induced map E R → M ⊗ R E R is injective, where E R is the injective hull of R/m over R.
By construction, R is Gorenstein (in fact, K R ≃ R(1)) and thus, we have the induced short exact sequence:
Taking the local cohomology and letting d = dim R, a long exact sequence: 
follows from the direct computation for top local cohomology). Hence it is injective and we complete the proof of the theorem.
The following corollary is almost the verbatim restatement of the theorem just proved. (1) X is globally F-regular; (2) Since D is not assumed ample, we will make a choice of D with a non-zero section t ∈ Γ(X, O X (D)) as follows. The factorization of schemes X − D → X → S is a quasi-projective flat map. Applying Proposition 3.9 to X − D → S, we find that X y − D y is smooth over k(y) for all points of some neighborhood of s ∈ S. After shrinking S to an even smaller affine open neighborhood, we may assume that f : X → S is flat projective with only Cohen-Macaulay fibers in view of Proposition 4.9, and all the fibers of f : X → S are of equidimensional, say d − 1. Thus Grothendieck's theory tells us that the relative dualizing complex f ! O S has only one non-zero homology and write it as ω f . The same fact holds for f e : X (e) → S as well.
Under the notation as in Theorem 5.10, let us interpret everything in terms of sheaf cohomology. We note that p y : X 
